Abstract: When a MIL..STD-lOSD sampling scheme is used for a long period, some lots will be subjected to normal, some to reduced, and some to tightened inspection. This paper provides for several single sampling plans and various quality levels,tthe expected fraction oflots rejected,the expected sample size per lot, and the expected number oflots to be processed before sampling inspection must be discontinued. Equations are given to calculate the long term c6st of sampling inspection using these expected values and appropriate cost parameters.
A switch from the normal values of nand c to "reduced"'
inspection is permissible when a. Ten consecutive lots have been accepted. b. The total number of defectives in the ten lots does not exceed a critical value supplied in Table VIII of MIL-STD-105D. c. Production is continuous. d. Reduced inspection is considered desirable by the responsible authority.
Under reduced inspection, n is substantially decreased to a value, nR. Two numbers, c and r(>c) are supplied. Lots are accepted if the number of defectives is less than r. However, if a lot has more than c defectives, normal inspection must be resumed on the next lot.
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SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES
ABSTRACT
When a MIL-STD-IOSD sampling scheme is used for a long period, some lots will be subjected to normal, some to reduced, and some to tightened inspection. This paper provides for several single sampling plans and various quality levels,'the expected fraction of lots rejected,the expected sample size per lot, and the expected number of lots to be processed before sampling inspection must be discontinued. Eq.uations are given to calculate the long term cost of sampling inspection using these expected values and appropriate cost parameters.
2. A switch to "tightened" from normal inspection is required when two of the most recent five Jots have been rejected. Under tightened inspection, the sample size, nT, is usually the same as for normal inspection, but c is reduced. A return to normal is permitted when five consecutive lots have been accepted. If tightened, inspection is still in use for ten consecutive Jots; however, sampling inspection must be discontinued entirely.
It is clear that, if many lots from a process producing a fraction defective, p, are submitted under such a scheme ' some lots will be subjected to normal inspection, some to reduced, and some to tightened inspection. If the probability of acceptance under reduced, normal, and tightened inspection is designated P A ,R, P A ,N, P A. T respectively, then this probability is progressively lower as we go from reduced to normal to tightened, so the fraction of lots rejected will depend upon the proportion inspected under each of the three plans. furthermore , unless p is zero, it is inevitable that eventually, during one of the adoptions of tightened inspection, the criterion for return to normal inspection will not be met during the next 10 lots, so that sampling inspection ultimately will be abandoned.
The subject ofth.is paper is the cost oflot-by-lotsampling inspection under the MIL-ST0-1 05 0 plans. It is traditional in the literature of quality control to examine the performance of an attributes sampling plan under the asSumption that, when the process is "in control,'' a stream of product is being produced with a flxed probability, p, that each item is defective [see Duncan (3), p. 147 or Grant and Leavenworth (4) p. 364 J.. The value of p for a particular kind of manufacturing process is usually well established.
We may think of p as a parameter of a producti~n process in control, a characteristic of the process. The purpose of attributes sampling inspection is, of course, to guard against sudden, "out of control" increases in p. However, if p is constant, and lots are formed and inspected under an attributes plan, there is a nonzero probability that each lot will be rejected, even though rejected and accepted lots have the same underlying quality. This "producer's risk" is an in- ks =cost of discontinuing sampling inspection completely.
The costs, k 1 and kz , will frequently differ since k 1 includes the cost of gathering a random sample. In addition, economies of scale occur when an entire lot is inspected.
The cost, k 3 , will often be substantially lower than k 4 because additional labor may be expended on Items in accepted lots; when one of these is subsequently found to be defective~-such additional labor costs are not recoverable.
In addition, k4 may include the cost of damage to a fmished product of which the item is a component, customer reaction to a defective product, etc.
The cost, k 5 , which occurs when sampling inspection is discontinued because too many consecutive lots have been on tightened inspection, will be generated by whatever remedial action is required to again institute sampling inspection. For example, this could involve a stopping of production for adjustments, frequently accompanied by a requirement that the next L lots be subjected to 100% screening before sampling inspection is resumed.
We defme a cycle as the expected number of lots which will be subjected to sampling inspection until the tightened inspection rule~ of MIL-STD-1050 require discontinuation of sampling inspection. For any (lot size, AQL, p) combina- AilE TRANSACTIONS, Volume 6, No. 2
We have The total cost incurred during one cycle will be
The number. of items manufactured will be N(T t £).
The information in Table 1 will provide, for a particular lot size,AQL,andp,an estimate of the cost per unit attributable to defective items, when a "stream of product," each item having a probability, p, of being defective, is formed into lots. Several extensions of these calculations are possible.
If we have an accurate estimate of p, say from previous experience on similar products, then q may be computed for several of the AQL plans in MilrSTD·l 050 to find the sampling plan yielding minimum cost per unit. In many instances, lot size may also be set by the manufacturer. In this case, we could examine the various (AQL, lot size) combinations in MILSTD-1050 to ascertain the minimum cost combination.
An estimated domain foe p may be available from prior experience on similar products. Clearly, it will be useful to employ the upper bound of this domain in conjunction with 
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